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Cosmic Structure & Evolution 

The Universe contains a hierarchy 
of structures that evolve on a 
hierarchy of time scales.  
 
This talk: the biggest, oldest 
structures in the Universe, that 
evolve over billions of years. 



Image taken with the Dark Energy Camera 

Galaxies: ~60,000 light-years across, contain ~10 billion stars,     
                    Rotation period ~ 200 Million years (typically) 
                           
                            	




Galaxies do not exist in isolation 

They live in and are shaped by a 
variety of environments--proximity to 
other galaxies with which they 
interact: 

•  Pairs 
•  Groups 
•  Clusters 
•  “Superclusters” (Cosmic Web) 



Galaxies clump together into Galaxy Clusters	


Image taken with the Dark Energy Camera 



Clusters of Galaxies: Size ~ few Million light years  
Mass ~ 1 quadrillion (1000 x 1 trillion) Msun 
Contain ~10s to 1000s of galaxies 
Evolution time scale: ~few billion years      



Perseus cluster 

SDSS 



Clusters do not exist in isolation 

They live in a cosmic web of large-
scale structure 



2MASS Infrared Sky Survey 

Large-scale Structure: patterns in the distribution of galaxies 
2-dimensional projected view of galaxy distributon 





Coma Cluster of Galaxies 



Large-scale Structure and the Cosmic Web: 
              Filaments, Walls, and Voids of Galaxies 

`Watermelon Slice’ 6 degrees thick containing 1060 galaxies:  
    position of each galaxy represented by a single dot 
 
Radial coordinate is redshift (radial velocity), not distance. 

300 Million Light-years 
You Are Here 

Coma  
cluster of  
galaxies 



Large-scale Structure and the Cosmic Web: 
              Filaments, Walls, and Voids of Galaxies 

`Watermelon Slice’ 6 degrees thick containing 1060 galaxies:  
    position of each galaxy represented by a single dot 
 
Radial coordinate is redshift (radial velocity) 
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Large-scale Structure and the Cosmic Web: 
              Filaments, Walls, and Voids of Galaxies 

`Watermelon Slice’ 6 degrees thick containing 1060 galaxies:  
    position of each galaxy represented by a single dot 
 
Radial coordinate is redshift (radial velocity) 

300 Million Light-years 
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Redshift 
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221283 galaxies                 completed 2002 



Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 



SDSS Galaxy 
Distribution 

SDSS 
Galaxy  
Distribution 

Luminous 
Red 
Galaxies 



CfA 

SDSS 
Great Wall 



Clusters do not exist in isolation 

They live in a cosmic web of large-
scale structure 
 
How did this web of structure (and 
the clusters within it) form? 



Coma Cluster of Galaxies 



Coma Cluster in X-rays: Hot Gas 



Fritz Zwicky 
(1898-1974) 
 
 
1930’s: found that 
galaxies in the 
Coma cluster are 
moving around too 
fast within it: mass 
in galaxies not 
enough to hold it 
together:  
 
DARK MATTER 	




CfA 

SDSS 
Great Wall 

Why do these “fingers of God” in clusters always point back to us? 
How fast are the galaxies in the Coma cluster moving within it? 



Dark Matter (F. Zwicky) 
•  The galaxies in a cluster are moving 

around faster than we can explain. 
•  The gravity of something that we can’t see 

must be keeping the galaxies from flying 
off into space: Dark Matter  

•  Clusters are mostly made of dark matter: 
galaxies are like sprinkles on dark matter 
ice  cream. 

•  We know dark matter is there because it 
exerts gravitational pull on the galaxies we 
can see in clusters. 

	




Dark Matter (V. Rubin) 
•  The stars in a galaxy are moving around 

faster than we can explain. 
•  The gravity of something that we can’t see 

must be keeping the stars from flying off 
into space: Dark Matter  

•  Galaxies are mostly made of dark matter: 
stars are like sprinkles on dark matter ice  
cream. 

•  We know dark matter is there because it 
exerts gravitational pull on the stars we can 
see in galaxies. 

	




Dark Matter & Structure Formation 
	

•  Since dark matter is the dominant 

component of galaxies and clusters, it 
must play a dominant role in their 
formation & evolution. 

•  What is it? 



                  1                        1/10,000         1/100,000       1/100,000,000 

 
 “Normal” Matter: stuff made of atoms 

  



Dark Matter 
	

•  What is dark matter made of? 

•  Very faint stars, planets, and other things 
made of atoms can’t do it: there aren’t enough 
atoms in the Universe to account for all the 
dark matter we infer in galaxies & clusters. 

•  Dark matter must be made of something other 
than atoms (or quarks): perhaps a new kind of 
elementary particle that we’ve never seen 
before.  



COUPP CDMS 

XENON 

DAMA/LIBRA CoGeNT Physicists 
are doing 
experiments 
to search for 
these Dark 
Matter 
particles 



Formation of  
Cosmic Web 
of Large-
scale 
Structure in  
Expanding 
Universe 
 
Ingredients: 
Gravity, Dark 
Matter (no 
atomic 
sprinkles) 

A. Kravtsov, U. Chicago 

Computer 
simulation 



Evolution of  
Structure in a  
Simulated  
Universe filled  
with Dark 
Matter 
(and Dark 
Energy)  
 
`The Cosmic Web’ 
 
Matches the 
structures seen in  
galaxy surveys  
	


Early 

Today 



Clusters do not exist in isolation 

They live in a cosmic web of large-
scale structure 
 
Clusters form at the interstices of the 
evolving cosmic web. They are vast 
pools (“halos”) of dark matter, within 
which luminous galaxies form. 



	

	


Formation 
of a 
(lumpy) 
halo of 
Dark 
Matter 
 
 
Kravtsov 
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 Clusters form hierarchically 

z = 7 z = 5 z = 3 

z = 1 z = 0.5 z = 0 

5 Mpc 

dark matter 

time 

Kravtsov 



Probing Clusters of Galaxies 

We now have a variety of tools to 
probe the structure of clusters: 

•  Velocities (motions of galaxies) 
•  Distributions of galaxies 
•  Gravitational lensing 
•  X-ray emitting gas 
•  Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect 

(scattering of CMB photons by 
cluster gas) 



Gravitational Lensing 

“Looking into” the lens: 
   extended objects are  
   tangentially distorted... 

Objects farther 
from the line of 
sight are  
distorted less. 

Gravitational “lens” 
(e.g., Galaxy Cluster) 

True Position 1 

 Apparent Position 1 
True position 2 

Apparent position 2 

Observer 



Abell 2218 HST 

Lensing by Dark Matter in a Cluster 



Mass Distribution in a Cluster of Galaxies 
          inferred from gravitational lensing 



Mass Distribution in a Cluster of Galaxies 
          inferred from gravitational lensing 

Galaxies Halo of  
Dark Matter 



Abell 0957 Cluster: first gravitational lens discovered 
550 million light years away 
See 2 images of the same quasar behind this cluster 



Another Lensed Quasar 

SDSS image: 4 images of the same quasar 



HST image 





Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory  
in the Andes mountains of Chile 

Blanco 4-meter telescope 



570-Million pixel  
Dark Energy Camera 
 
installed on the Blanco 
telescope Sept. 2012 
 
Dark Energy Survey 
over 5 years will map  
300 million galaxies 
and tens of thousands 
of clusters 



Dark Energy Camera on the Blanco Telescope 



First Images 

Fornax Cluster  
of Galaxies 
 
First Light on 
Sept. 12, 2012 
 
mentioned by 
Jay Leno 



First Images 

NGC 1365 

Galaxy NGC 1365 in Fornax       image from a single CCD 



Dark Energy 
Camera 
image 
 
  
 
 



Galaxy Clusters in DES 



Strong Gravitational Lensing 
foreground mass bends light from distant galaxies (DES images) 



Weak Gravitational Lensing 

 
Background 

Source 
shape 



Foreground	

cluster	


Weak Gravitational Lensing 

 
Background 

Source 
shape 

Note: the effect has been greatly exaggerated here 



Foreground	

cluster	


Weak Gravitational Lensing 

 
Background 

Source 
shape 

Note: the effect has been greatly exaggerated here 







Weak Lensing 

Suchyta 















Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect 
•  Clusters contain hot gas 

that falls into the deep 
gravitational potential of 
dark matter and heats up 

•  So hot that it emits X-rays 
•  Energetic electrons in the 

gas scatter photons from 
the Cosmic Microwave 
Background to higher 
energies 

•  Leads to deficit of low-
energy (long-wavelength) 
CMB photons in the 
direction of the cluster 



Sunyaev- 
Zel’dovich Effect 
•  Clusters contain hot gas 
•  Energetic electrons in 

the gas scatter photons 
from the Cosmic 
Microwave Background 
to higher energies 

•  Leads to deficit of low-
energy (long-
wavelength) CMB 
photons in the direction 
of the cluster 

SZA observations 
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 South Pole Telescope 

SPT carrying out a 
massive  
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich 
Cluster Survey 





SPT-SZ Image"







X-ray Emission from Clusters  

Slide from E. Rykoff 
Slide from P. Rooney 



The Bullet Cluster 

•  2 clusters 
merging 

• Gas 
• Dark 

Matter 
(from 
weak 
lensing) 



Large-scale Structure & Clusters 
•  Cosmic web of large-scale structure forms 

from gravitational instability of dark matter 
over billions of years 

•  Galaxies (and their dark halos) merge together 
in this web to form clusters, the largest 
gravitationally bound objects in the Universe 

•  By mass, clusters are mostly dark matter, 
followed by hot, X-ray emitting gas, with 
galaxies a minority of the mass 

•  Multi-wavelength studies of clusters are 
revealing their structure and evolution 


